Assignemnt 5
The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Emotions are contagious
   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 9
   Accepted Answers:
   True

2) Feelings based on information external to themselves is called self-conscious emotions
   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 9
   Accepted Answers:
   False

3) Mood are temporary in nature
   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 9
   Accepted Answers:
   True

4) Emotional labour is part of most service sector jobs
   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 9
   Accepted Answers:
   True

5) Work-family spillover effect can also be positive
   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 9
   Accepted Answers:
   True

6) Using aggression as a tool to achieve something is called threat based aggression
   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 9
   Accepted Answers:
   False

7) Being assertive is same as being aggressive
   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 9
   Accepted Answers:
   False

8) Stress can also result due to positive life experiences
   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 9
   Accepted Answers:
   True

9) Stress can lead to physiological illnesses
   True
   False
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 9
   Accepted Answers:
   True

10) Low levels of stimulation can also lead to stress
    True
    False
    No, the answer is incorrect
    Score: 9
    Accepted Answers:
    True